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Potsdam meeting with Stalin until July L7, 1945-one day after the first successful
nuclear test-to be sure the atomic bomb would strengthen his hand before confronting
the Soviet leader on the shape of a postwar settlement.
To this day, we do not know with absolute certainty Mr. Truman's personal attitudes
on seyeral key issues. Yet we do know that his most important adviser, Secretary of
State Byrnes, was convinced that dropping the bomb would serve crucial long-range
diplomatic purposes.
As one atomic scientist, Leo Szilard, observed: "Mr. Bymes did not afgue that it was
necessary to use the bomb against the cities of Japan in order to win the war. Mr.
Byrnes' . . . view [was] that our possessing and demonstrating the bomb would make
Russia more manageable."

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1. rvhat is the purpose of each of the two articles? rVho are the writers trying to
persuade? (Reread the headnote.)

2. List the arguments made by Connor. Then list the arguments made by Alperovitz.
Determine whether each argument is basically an appeal to reason or to emotion.
Justify your categofization.
3. \Xlhich of the two articles do you find the more persuasive? Why?
4. Vhat arguments might you add to Connor's essay? To Alperovitz's?

,

SNDNEY SF]IA[-E:TT

Frnst AToMIC BOMB DnOpprr>
ON JAPAN

Tlte .follotaing article by Sidney Sbalett appeared in tbe New York Tiries just after
tbe first atomic borub u)as dropped on Hirosltima, Japan, in August 1945. Sbalett's

celebratory, patriotic tone sltarply contrasts witb tbat of Masuii lbuse (p, 10O) in bis
d,escription of tbe eaent. The lack of detaits in Sbalett's account resuhs, at least in
part, from (LS. gouernment censarsbip of information regarding nuclear tecbnologjt.
Ibuse's description, translated into Engtish by Jobn Bester in 1979, is a rnucb more

grapbic rendering of tbe deuastation tbat occurred.
The White House and lWar Depaftment announced today that an atomic bomb, possess-

ing more power than 20,000 tons of TNT, a destructive force equal to the load of 2,000
B-29s and more than 2,0O0 times the blast power of what previously was the wodd's
most devastating bomb, had been dropped on Japan.
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The announcement, first given to the wodd in utmost solemnity by President Truman,
made it plain that one of the scientific landmarks of the century had been passed, and
that the "age of atomic energy," which can be a tremendous force for the advancement
of civilization as well as for destruction, was at hand.
lrt 10:45 o'clock this moming, a statement by the President was issued at the White
House that sixteen hours earlier-about the time that citizens on the Eastern seaboard
were sitting down to their Sunday suppers-an American plane had dropped the single
atomic bomb on the Japanese city of Hiroshima, an important army center.
I0hat happened at Hiroshima is not yet known. The War Department said it "as yet was
unable to niake an accurate report" because "an impenetrable cloud of dust and smoke"
masked the target area from reconnaissance planes. The Secretary of War will release the
story "as soon as accurate details of the results of the bombing become available."
But in a statement vividly describing the results of the first test of the atomic bomb
in New Mexico, the rVar Department told how an immense steel tower had been
"vapoized" by the tremendous explosion, how a 40,000-foot cloud rushed into the sky,
and two observers were knocked down at a point 10,000 yards away. And President

Truman solemnly wamed:

It was to spare the Japanese people from utter destruction that the ultimatum of July 26
was issued at Potsdam. Their leaders promptly rejected that ultimatum. If they do not now
accept our tems, they may expect a rain of ruin from the air the like of which has never
been seen on this earth.
The President referred to the joint statement issued by the heads of the American,
British and Chinese governments, in which terms of surrender were outlined to the
Japanese and warning given that rejection would mean complete destruction ofJapan's
pov/er to make war.
[The atomic bomb weighs about 400 pounds and is capable of uttedy destroying a
toln, a repr€sentative of the British Ministry of Aircraft Production said in London, the
United Press reported.l
What is this terible new weapon, which the Var Department also calls the "Cosmic
Bomb"? It is the harnessing of the energy of the atom, which is the basic power of the
universe. As President Truman said, "the force from which the sun draws its power has
been loosed against those who brought war to the Far East."
The imagination-sweeping experiment in harnessing the power of the atom has
been the most closely guarded secret of the war. America to date has spent nearly
$2,000,000,000 in advancing its research. Since 1939, American, British and Canadian
scientists have worked on it. The experiments have been conducted in the United
States, both for reasons ofachieving concentrated efficiency and for security; the consequences of' having the material fall into the hands of the enemy, in case Great Britain
should have been successfully invaded, were too awful for the Allies to risk.
All along, it has been a race with the enemy. Ironically enough, Germany started the
experiments, but we finished them. Germany made the mistake of expelling, because she
was a "non-Aryan," a woman scientist who held one of the keys to the mystery, and she
made her knowledge available to those who brought it to the United States. Germany
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never quite mastered the riddle, and the United States, Secretary Stimson declared, is "convinced that|apanwill not be in a position to use an atofnic bomb in this war."

Not the slightest spirit of braggadocio is discernible either in the wording of the
official announcements or in the mien of the officials who gave out the news. There
was an element of elation in the realization that we had perfected this deYastating
weapon for employment against an enemy who started the war and has told us she
would rather be destroyed than surrender, but it was grim elation. There was sobering
awareness of the tremendous responsibility involved.
Secretary Stimson said that this new weapon "should prove a tremendous aid in the
shortening of the war against lapan," and there wefe oth€r responsible officials who
privately thought that this was an extreme understatement and that Japan might find
herself unable to stay in the war under the coming rain of atom bombs.
It was obvious that officials at the highest levels made the important decision to
release news of the atomic bomb because of the psychological effect it may have in
forcingJapan to surrender. Horilev€r, there are some officials who feel privately it might
have been well to keep this completely secret. Their opinion can be summed up in the
comment by one spokesman: "W.hy bother with psychological warfare against an enemy
that already is beaten and hasn't sense enough to quit and save herself from utter doom?"
No details were given on the plane that carried the bomb. Nor was it stated whether
the bomb was large or small. The President, however, said the explosive charge was

"exceedingly small." It is known that tremendous force is packed into tiny quantities
of the element that constitutes these bombs. Scientists, looking to the p€acetime uses
of atomic power envisage submarines, ocean lin€rs and planes tfaveling around the
wodd on a few pounds of the element. Yet, for various reasons, the bomb used against
Japan could have been extremely large.

Hiroshima, first ciry on earth to be the target of the "Cosmic Bomb," is a city of
318,000 which is-or was-a maior quartermaster depot and port of embarkation for
the Japanese. In addition to large military supply depots, it manufactured ordnance,
mainly large guns and tanks, and machine tools and aircraft-ordnance parts.
President Truman grimly told the Japanese that "the end is not yet. In their present
form these bombs are now in production," he said, "and even more powerful forms
are in development."
He sketche d the story of how the late President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill
agreed that it was wise to concentrate research in America, and how great secret cities
sprang up in this country, where, at one time, 125,000 men and women labored to
harness the atom. Even today more than 65,000 workers are employed.
"W.hat has been done," he said, "is the greatest achievement of organized science in
history. 'W'e are now prepared to obliterate more rapidly and comple tely every productive
enterprise the Japanese have abbve ground in any city. lfe shall destroy their docks,
their factories and their cornmunications. Let there be no mistake ; we shall complet€ly
destroy Japan's power to make war."
The President emphasized that the atomic discoveries were so important, both for
the war and for the peace, that he would recommend to Congress that it consider
promptly establishing "an appropriate commission to control the production and use
of atomic power within the United States."
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"I shall give further consideration and make further recommendations to the Congress
as to how atomic power can become a powerful and forceful influence toward the
maintenance of wodd peace," he said.
Secretary Stimson called the atomic bomb "the culmination of years of herculean
effort on the part of science and industry, working in cooperation with the military
authorities." He promised that "improvements will be forthcoming shortly which will
increase by several fold the present effectiveness."
"But more important for the long-range implications of this new weapon," he said,
"is the possibility that another scale of magnitude will be developed after considerable
research and development." The scientists are con-fident that ov€r a period of many
years atomic bombs may well be developed which will be very much more powerful
than the atomic bombs now at hand.
[The plants which manufactured the atom bombs] were amazing phenomena in
themselves. They grew into large, self-sustaining cities, employing thousands upon
thousands of workers. Yet, so close was the secrecy that not only were the citizens of
the area kept in darkness about the nature of the project, but the workers themselves
had only the sketchiest ideas-if any-as to what they were doing. This was accomplished, Mr. Stimson said, by "compartmentalizing" the work so "that no one had been
given more information than was absolutely necessary to his particular job.',
A special laboratory also has been set up near Santa Fe, N.M., under direction of Dr.
J. Robert Oppenheimer of the University of California. Dr. Oppenheimer also supervised
the first test of the atomic bomb on July 15, 1945. This took place in a remote section
of the New Mexico desert lands, with a group of eminent scientists gathered, frankly
fcjarful to witness the results of the invention which might turn out to be either the
salvation or the Frankenstein's monster of the world.
"Atomic fission holds great promise for sweeping developments bywhich our civilizatiop may be enriched when peace comes, but the overriding necessities of war have
precluded the full exploration of peacetime applications of this new knowledge," Mr.
Stimson said. "However, it appears inevitable that m^ny useful contributions to the wellbeing of mankind will ultimately flow from these discoveries when the wodd situation
makes it possible for science and industry to concentrate on these aspects."
Although warning that many economic factors will have to be considered "before we
can say to what extent atomic energy will supplement coal, oil and water as fundamental
sources of power," Mr. stimson acknowledged that "we are at the threshold of a new
industrial art which will take many years and much expenditure of money to develop."
The War Department gave this supplementary background on the development of
the atomic bomb:
The seri'es of discoveries which led to the development of the atomic bomb staned at the
turn of the centurywhen mdioactivity became known to science. Prior to 1939, the scienti-flc
work in this fleld was wodd-wide, but more particulady so in the United States, the United
Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, and Denmark. one of Denmark's great scientists, Dr.
Neils Bohr, a Nobel prize winner, was whisked from the grasp of the Nazis in his occupied
homeland and later assisted in developing the atomic bomb.
It is known that Germany worked desperately to solve the problem of controlling
atomic energy.
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1. Like the articles by Connor and Alperovitz (p.93, p.94>, this article was written for
a newspaper. Does the article answef the five IZs (who, what, when, where, and
why) of journalistic writing? Describe those answers'
2. How might an article for a newspaper be organized differently from a magazlne
article? How do you account for the difference?
the
3. How does the solemnity of Truman's announcement contrast with the tone of

,

{}::

fi:iiifLlr'i ., the beneflt or sparing the Japanese

?

w'hat other motives might

be involved?
5. No other nation besides the United states has ever used a nuclear weapon against
another nation. How might this fact affect the attitudes of citizens of other nations
toward the u'S'?
,,o.p of
nf the
the risk
rictr of ae nuclear
nrrc arms race and the prossible annihilation
6. The author seems awafe
of human.life ("Frankenstein's monster"), as does Truman, who consequently sets
up a commission. Are the benefits of nuclear technology worth the risks?
7. Discuss the anticipated positive outcomes of nuclear technology mentioned in the
afticle. Remember that this afticle was wfitten the day after the bomb was dropped'
8. What justifications do the President and the military officials offer for dropping
the bomb?
isn't human destfuction described? Consider Shalett's audience and purpose'
Why
9.

MASUJIN NtsUSE

BLACK REIru
Masuji lbuse's Black Rain (1969) d.escribes tbe experiences of a tapanese family in
Hiroinima before, d.uring, and. after tlre droppinT of tlte atomic bomb in 1945' This
of actual uictitrts of tbe
fictional account is based on Ilcusels researcb of tbe stories
bombing. In tLte segnxent reprinted, ltere, A couple-sbisernatsu Qtusband) and slti'
are traueling tbrouglt tbe atomic rubble in an
Seno (iife)-and. tbeir niece Yasuko
absurd quest for normalqt. wbile sbigernatsu a,nd fnise-k9 b.aue escaped extreme
exposure to radiation, Yasuko, playing in tbe scltoolyard during tbe bombing, utas
dienclted by tbe "black rain"'lttbiclt fetl on soft7e areev.s of tbe city' Altbougb some
American offi.ciak at ttte time claimed tbat tbe black rain uas barmless, Yasuko later

in tbe nouel becomes critically ill. Tltis selection presents seueral contrasts tt'titb tbe
Account of tlte bombing presented. by Sbalett (p. 96) and with tbe Ant'erican bigb

scbool textbook representation of tbe euent (p. I 10)'

Still Shigematsu continued the transcription of his 'Journal of the Bombing'" This month,

he reflected, was a succession of festivals. The Mass for Dead Insects had gone by
already; the Rice-Planting Festival came on the eleventh, and the Iris Festival, by the
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old lunar calendar, on the fourteenth. On the fifteenth there was the River Imp Festival,
and on the twentieth the Bamboo-Cutting Festival. In all these countless little festivals
he seemed to sense the affection that the peasants of the past, poor though they were,
had lavished on each detail of their daily lives. And as he wrote on, and the horrors of
that day came back to him ever more vividly, it seemed to him that in their very
insignificance these farmers' festivals were something to be loved and cherished. . . .
We reached the streetcar stop at Kamiya-cho. The streetcar tracks crossed each other
here, and proken overhead wires and cables hung down in tangled profusion over the
road. I had a terrifying feeling that one or the other of them must be live, since these
were the same wires that one usually saw emitting fierce, bluish-white sparks. The
occasional refugees who passed to and fro had the sense to crouch down as they passed
beneath them.
I wanted to take the left-hand edge of the road across Aioi Bridge to Sakan-cho, but
the heat from the still-smoldering fires seemed likely to bar the way. I tried turning to
the right, but a blast of hot air swept over me with an authority that would have made
the tlravest man waver, so I turned back again. Even so, as I approached a ril/esternstyle brick building, a great lump of glowing charcoal came hurtling down from what
had been the window frames.
The only alternative was to go along the middle of the road. Since the overhead
wires were cut at various points, there was no likelihood of their being live, but the
very fact that they were crossing and touching each other made one fear some display
of the mysterious properties of electricity. Beneath one of the dangling wires lalthe
blackened bodies of a man and two women. 'we, too, numbered two women and
one man.
"come on, under the wires after me!" I called. ".whatever you do, don't touch the
wires. I'll hold them out of the way. If I get a shock don,t touch anlthing except my
clothes. Do you understand?*you get hold of the end of my trouser leg and drag me
away." I followed the example of the other refugees, and pushed the wires away to
either side with a piece of stick, crawling on all fours when necessary, crouching down

when necessary.
"Look," I yelled back again. "wrap a towel round your left elbow like those people
have done. Your left elbow goes on the ground.,'
Time and again it was necessary to crouch down beneath the wires, but at last w€
were safely past. Ve stopped and took stock of each other. Shigeko was completely
unscathed, but Yasuko, who had wound the towel round her arm in the wrong way,
had a painful-looking gtaze on her elbow.
Shigeko sat down beside her on a stone by the roadside and attended to her elbow
with mentholatum and a triangular bandage. Suddenly, it occurred to me that we were
directly in front of an entrance that I knew.
'Just a moment-" I said, "surely that stone's one from Mr. omuro's garden?',
The Omuros in question were an old family, said to date back to rhe Edo period,
and the present head was engaged in chemical research on spinning thread. He was a
man of properfy, owning mills in three different places, as well as dabbling in calligraphy,
painting, and art-collecting. I had visited the house myself several times during the past
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Yeat for the benefit of his advice on matters concerning textile products. It had been
with a splendid old-style garden. Now, however, it was completely
tazed to the ground. Where the main building and, clay-walled storehouse had once
stood was an and waste scattered with broken tiles. The stone on which Shigeko and
Yasuko were sitting was almost certainly a rock from the garden inside the grounds.
Rock though it was, a thin layer had been burned away all over it.
an imposing mansion,

"That rock's granite, you know," I said. "I expect it was covered with moss only
this morning."
"Do you think the whole household was wiped out, then?', said Shigeko.
I did not reply. It was a scene of cruel desolation. Where the ornamental pond had
been was an uneven stretch of blackish mud, and at the foot of a rounded hillock of
eatth lay the blackened skeletons of three large pine trees. Beside the trunk of the
thickest of the three stood a narrow, square pillar of stone. Why it alone should have
remained standing was a mystery. Mr. Omuro had once told me that an ancestor of his,
several generations back, had had it erected there. It was somewhat over ten feet tall,
and instead of the usual long inscription it had the single character "Dream" carved on
it, about two and a half feet from the top. Some high-ranking priesr was said to have
written the original, and the effect was doubtless considered stylish and rather sophisticated in its day, but at present, style and sophistication alike failed uttedy.
Both shigeko and Yasuko were deathly pale. My throat was so dry it felt as though
it might close up entirely, and a slight tic affected my eye as I walked.
$(e reached the €ntrance to the lflest Parade Ground. The grass on the west side of
the embankment had been burned away, leaving the earth smooth and bare. The trees
seemed to have been carbonized where they stood, and retained their branches, but
not a single leaf. The divisional commander's residence, the temporary ffmy hospital,
the Gokoku shrine and, of course, the keep of Hiroshima castle, were all gone.
My eyes began to hurt, so I massaged them as I walked by rubbing the eyelids with
my fingers. They smarted, and at the same time felt as though there was grit in them.
Shigeko and Yasuko had cheered up a little, and were talking about the now vanished
mushroom cloud-its size, its shape, its color, the shape of its stalk, and the way it had
moved. Concluding that my eyes hurt because I had too much blood in the head, I had
Yasuko give me the treatment they used to give children who had nosebleed. It consisted
of no more than pulling out three hairs from the back of the head. but it helped the
pain a little.
The I(est Parade Ground was an unbroken expanse of sand. It reminded me of a
vast desert I had seen in a movie called "Morocco." Even in the film, the desert had
seemed to exhale a smell of sand, and it had been quite empty, with not a single
footprint visible . The sandy wast'e of the parade ground, however, was rather different:
the hot breath it gave off stank of smoke, and there were a number of human trails
leading away in the direction oithe hills. It must have been raining. The sand was fine
enough for holes the size of Lrroad beans to be visible all over its surface, and the
newspapers scattered here and there were covered with countless bean-sized black
spots. The black rain had evidently fallen here. I had realized that the stalk of the
mushroom cloud was a shower, but I had not imagined that the drops were as big as this.
,
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At the west€rn edge of the ground, we found a number of what looked like
round
black balls lying in the sand. At first I could not identify them, but as got
I
closer I
realized they were lumps of what had been tin sheeting. They must
have been torn
away by the blast and have risen up into the sky, where they had
been softened by the
intense heat, then kneaded into balls by the wind before ialling.
To have gone quite
round, like dumplings, they must have been sucked up into the great
whirlwini of
flame and have spun round and round furiously before finally descending
to earth.
I glanced

back across the sandy waste. A solitary figure-a boy wearing his
underpants
and an undershirt that flapped in the breeze at the front, exposing
his naked neity_
was walkin! rapidly in the direction of the hills. "Hi!" he cailed,
turning in our direction
and waving his hand at us. It seemed a peculiady pointless gesture.
we walked on northwards. By the bank skirting the Gok;ku shrine a sentry
stood
with his rifle at order. closer to, we found he was dead at his post, his
back proppeo
against the embankment, his eyes wide and staring. The badge
on his collar showed
him to be a pnvate firstclass in the army. He was about thirry-seven
or eight, and old
for a ranker, yet his features had an indefinable air of breeding.
"rJflhy-just like the soldier with his bugle,', said Shigeko.
"come woman, mind your tongue," I said sternly, though if
the truth be told I, too,
been reminded of the same story-of the bugler founJ dead at
his post during the
lrad
Sino-Japanese 'War, with his bugle still held to his lips.
The area was near the point where the bomb hao been dropped. .we
saw anoth€r
of them at the west corner of the grounds of Hiroshima castle: ^" yo,rrrg
man, still on
his bicycle and carrying a wooden box as though on his way to
deliver an order from
a rqstaurant, propped dead against the stone ramparts.
This one was a mere youth, and
as skinny as a grasshopper.
'$[e
had often been taught during air raid, drill that one must always
breathe out
steadily while a bomb was falling. perhaps the sentry ang the delivery
boy rr"o u..,
breathing in ar the momenr the bomb burst? I did not understand the
physiolo gy of it,
but it occurred to me that a blast just as one had filled one,s rungs
to capacity might
well press on them and cause instant death.
'We
were taking a rest iust this side of the embankment when we were
hailed by an
acquaintance, Police Sergeant Susumu Sato.
"Hello-I'm glad to see you safe," I said.
"I{rhy, your face has caught it, hasn,t it?" he saidI spoke to him for a while before joining the others, and he told me
that superintendent-General Otsuka of the chtrgoku District Commissary had
been trapped under his
home and burned to death.
I had not known that Sato had been transferred from the police
station to the chtrgoku
District commissary. I had not even known, in fact, that there existed government
a
office of that name. It was most remiss of me. I learned for the
first time from Sato that
the enemy's attacks had grown so fierce recently that it had been
decided that Japan
must prepare to do battle on home teffitory. Local governing agencies
known as ,,district
commissaries" had been set up, bo that the struggle could be
continued in each region
independently should the country be split up by enemy forces. ril(ith
the same obyeciive,
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wafmat€rialshadbeenstoredatfactoriesandprimaryschoolsthroughouttheareain
which Hiroshima stood.
,,So that,s what it meant-" I said, "the slogan about the war only just beginning"',
grand policy of a wealthy and
"Yes," said Sato, "the idea is to go ahead with the

militarilypowerfulnationlaunchedoverhalfacenturyago.It,snotfofyouofmeto
assumethatthisisakindoftragicfinate.Thisispreciselywhatwe,vebeenbrought
up for. It's fate."

TheChugokuCommissary,locatedintheHiroshimaUniversityofLiberalArtsand

prefectures of the Chtrgoku district' The
Science, had had responsibiiity for the five
with the bearing of an old-time
Superintendenr-Genefal himseif-Isei Otsuka, a mafl
residence at Kami-Nagaregasamurai-had been in the Superintendent-General's official
beneath the house. His wife had
wa.machi when the nomn ren, and had been caught

managedwithgreatdifficultytocrawloutofthewreckage,buttheSuperintendent.
Generalhadbeenhopelesslytfapped.Thegoodladyhadbeenbesideherself,butthe
comes"'

him. "I'm re ady for whatevef
Superintendent-General had insisieO on her leaving
..Get yourself away, woman, as fast as you can.'' The flames were already
he had said.
close at hand, so she had had no choice but to flee'
sat6
,,The
was cremated where he lay. A ghastly business,"
superintendent-General

said...Imyselfdidn,tknowwhichwaytorunfromtheflames.''Hiseyesfilledwithtears.
impression
his face gave an immediate
Normally, his manner of speech was cheerful and
bloodshot and his face grim.
of openness and sunnine,^,, b.., today his eyes wefe
of Misasa Bridge missing'
Arriving on the embankment, wefound the middle section

Changingmyplan,ISetoffalongtheembankmentdownstreamwiththeideaofcrossing

AioiBridge.Countlessdeadbodieswerelyingintheundergrowthatthefootofthe
in steady succession along the
embankment on ouf fight. Other bodies cami floating
the foots of a riverside willow' swing
river. Every so o1len, one of them would catch on
out of the water' or one would come
round with the cufrent, and suddenly feaf its face
alongrockinginthew,ater'sothatfirstitsupperhalfthenitslowerhalfbobbedtothe,
a willow tree and faise its afms as
surface. or another would swing round beneath
for a moment' to be alive'
though to grasp at a braiich, ,o iit"t it almost seemed'
woman who lay stretched, out
We had sighted from some way off the body of a
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acrossthepathontopoftheembankm€nt.suddenlyYasuko,whowaswalkingahead
burst into teafs. As I drew
or.rr, .^*. running 6ack with a cry of..Uncle! uncle!" and
closer,Isawababygirlofaboutthreewhohadopenedthecorpse,sdressatthetop
up to her, she clutched tight at both
and was playing wittithe breasts. when we came
breasts and gazedup at us with apprehensivc eyes'
was our only recourse . I
what could we possibly do foi her? To ask ourselves this
steppedgentlyoveftheqorpse,slegssoaSnottofrightenthelittlegirl,andwalked
I spotted another group of four
briskly on another ten yarOs'oi so Jownstream. Here
orfivewomendeadtogetherintheundergrowth,andaboyofflveorsixcrouchedon
the ground as though caught between the bodies'
,,come along,,, t called Javing with both arms to the othefs, who were still hesitating.
,Just step over it as quietly as pJssible and come on." Shigeko and Yasuko stepped over
the bodY and joined me.
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At the end of Aioi Bridge we found a carter and the ox harnessed to his cart both
seated, dead, on the electric car tfacks. The ropes around the load had come undone,
and the goods had been rifled.
Hef€, too, the corpses came floating one after the other down the river, and it was
a sickening sight to see them butt their heads against the piers of the bridge and swivel
round in the watef. Near its center, the bridge reared in a hump about a yard high, and
on what one might have called the crest of the wave a young foreigner with fair hair
lay dead with his arms clasped about his head. The surface of the bridge was distorted
and undulating.
Around'Sakan-cho and Sorazaya-cho, it was clear that the flames had swept evenly
acfoss the whole area. The corpses lay scattered in every conceivable condition-one
with only the upper half of the body burned to the bone, one completely skeletonized
save for one arm and one leg, another lying face down, consumed from the knees down,

yet another with the two legs alone cremated-and an unspeakable stench hanging
over all. Nauseating though the odor was, there was no way to escape it.
In Tera-machi, the "temple quarter," not a single temple was standing. All that
remained was clay walls crumbled and collapsed till they were barely recognizable, and
venerable trees with their limbs torn open to expose the naked wood within. Even the
branch of the Honganji temple, famed as the gr€atest temple building in the whole
quartef, had yanished without trace. The smoke still rising from the embers drifted
menacingly over the crumbling walls, then crept low over the surface of the river till
it vanished at the other bank.
On the other side of Yokogawa Bridge the flames were still rising. Fanned by the
w,ind, fires were swiding white-hot up to the skies from the whole area on the opposite
bank. To approach was out of the question.
ltrre found the road ahead completely blocked on this side of the bridge. The iron
girders forming the bow-shaped framework of the bridge were discolored up to a height
of Some twelve to fi-fteen feet, and close to one of the piers of the bridge that rested

on a stretch of grass stood a horse badly burned on its back and the back of its head.
It was trembling violently and looked as though it might collapse at any moment. Close
by its side a cotpse, the upper half burned away,lay face downwards. The lower half,

which was untouched, wore army breeches and boots with spurs. The spurs actually
atmy man, then he had been an officer, for
gleamed gold. If the owner had been
^n
only an officer could wear boots with gold spurs like that. I pictured the scene to
myself: the officer running to the stables, mounting his horse barebacked, rushing
outside. . . . The horse must have been a favorite of the soldier's. Though it was on the
verge of collapse, it still seemed-or was it my imagination?-to be yearning for some
sign from the man in the spurred boots. How immeasurable the pain it must have
felt, with "the west-dipping sun beating down unmercifully on its burned flesh; how
immeasurable its love for the man in the boots! But pity eluded me: I felt only a shudder
of horror.
Our only choice was to walk on through the river. Close to the bank there were
grassy shoals, but in places they were too far apaft fot us to tread dry ground all the
time. We stepped into the flowing water and set off walking upstfeam. Eyen at its
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deepest, the water only came up to our knees. The district w€ were passing through
would have been Hirose Kitamachi or thereabouts. On the sandy parts, where the river
had dried up, ouf shoes spouted water with a squelching sound. No sooner did the
wat€r empty out of them a little, and walking become a little pleasanter, than the sand
would start getting in our shoes and almost lame us with the pain.
'We decided it was actually better to walk in the water, and splashed on regardless.
On a pebbly shoal a man lay with both hands thrust in the water, drinking. We approached, thinking to ioin him, and found he was not drinking water but dead, with
his face thrust down into the water.
"I wonder if the water in this river is poisonous, then?" said Yasuko, voicing my own

unspoken question.
,,There ,s no

telling," I replied, setting off through the water again. "But pqrhaps we'd
better not drink it."
The smoke blowing across from the town gradually diminished, and paddy fields
appeared on ouf right, so we clambered up a crumbling stone wall and onto the
bank.

We reached the rice fields. ttrTalking along the raised paths between them in the
direction of the electric car tracks, we came across a number of schoolgirls and schoolboys lying here and there in the fields, dead. They must have fled in disorder from the
factory where they had been doing war work. There were adults lying abqut too. One
of them, an eldedy man, had fallen across the path, and the front of his jacket was
soaked with water. He had evidently drunk to bursting point from the paddy field water,
then-either unable to care any more or in a fit of vertigo-subsided onto the ground
and expired where he laY.
Ifle stepped over the body and wound our way, first left then right, along the paths
between the fields, till finally they led us into a bamboo grove. The grove must have
been kept for the purpose of gathering bamboo shoots, for the undergrowth was well
cut back. Finding ourselves in cool, leafy shade at last, we sank to the ground without
exchanging a word.
I unfastened my firstlid kit, took off my air raid hood and my shoes, and sprawled
out on my back. At once my body seemed to be dissolving into thin air, and before I
knew it I had slipped into a deep slumber.

I awoke, I knew not how long after, to a raging thirst and a pain in my throat. My
wife and Yasuko were both lying with their heads pillowed on their arms. I rolled onto
my belly, and, filching the quart bottle of water out of my wife's rucksack, drank. It
was a heaven-sent nectar. I had had no idea that water was so good; The ecstasy was
touched, almost, with a kind of pride. I must have drunk all of a third of a pint.
My wife and Yasuko awoke too. By now, the sun was sinking towafd the west.
Without a word Shigeko took the bottle I handed her and, lifting it rvith both hands,
drank greedily. She probably drank another third of a pint. Then she passed the bottle
to Yasuko, also without a word. Yasuko in her turn raised it with both hands' She
paused befween each mouthful, but every time she upended the bottle a stream of
bubbles ran up through it and the remaining water decreased visibly. I was almost
despairing of her leaving any at all, when she finally put the bottle down with about
one-third of a pint still in it.
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From her rucksack, my wife took out the cucumbers she had brought for want of
anything better, and opened a packet of salt. The cucumbers were blackened and
discolored on one side. "where did you buy these?" I asked. ,,Mrs. Murakami from
Midori-cho brought them for us this morning,,' she said.
Eady that morning, apparently, Mrs. Murakami had brought us three cucumbers and
a dozen or so tiny dried fish, of the kind used in flavoring soup, in retum for a share
of some tomatoes that Shigeko's people in the country had sent us. Shigeko had left
the cucumbers in a bucket of water by the pool in the garden, and the flash from the

bomb had discolored them.
"It's funny," I said. "When I went back to the house from the university sports ground,
the basket worms were eating the leaves of the azalea. The cucumber wai burned, but
th€ insects were still alive."
I dipped the cucumber in the salt and turned the question over in my mind as I ate.
Some physical reaction had obviously taken place on the surface of the water in
the
bucket. Could it be that reflection inside the bucket had stepped up the amount of heat
and light? Glancing at the pond as I went to sink the mosquito net in the water, I
had
noticed basket worms on the azalea that grew out over the water, busily eating the
new summer buds. I shook the branch, urrA tf,.y drew back into their baskets, but
when I got back from collecting pieces of brick to sink the net with, they were busily
eating onc€ more. The buds themselves were not discolored, nor wefe the worrns,
baskets burned, which suggested that light and heat had caused some chemical
change
when it came up against metal. or had the basket worms and azaleabeen sheltered 6y
the house, or by some other obstacle, when the bomb had burst? The rice plants in
the open paddy fields seemed to have been affected by the flash. It seemed tikely that
they, too, would have turned black by the following morning.
I washed my small towel in a ditch at the edge of the bamboo grov€, wiped my right
cheek and the sinews of my neck, then rinsed the towel,time and time again. I wrung
it oit and rinsed it, wrung it out and rinsed it, repeating the same seemingly pointless
procedure over and over again. To wring out my towel was the one thing, ii seemed
to me, that I was free to do as I pleased at that moment. My left cheek smarted painfully.
A shoal of minnows was swimming in the ditch, and in a patch of still wateithe flags
were growing in profusion. Here is shadow, they seemed to say, here is safety. . . .
smoke came drifting from deep within the bamboo grove. ioing to investigate, I
peered through he bamboos and saw a group of refugees who had built a shelter
of
green bamboo and branches and were preparing a meal. They seemed to
have been
burned out of their homes and to be making ready to spend the night out.
I strained my ears to catch their conversation. It seemed from what they said that
the houses along the main highway had all closed their shutters in order to t e.p o,rt
refugees. At one sundry goods store this side of Mitaki Station on the Kabe line,
they
had found a woman who had got in unnoticed and died in one of their closets.
$(zhen
the owner of the store dragged the body out, he found that the garment it was wearing
was his own daughter's best summer kimono. Scandalized, he had torn the best kimono
off the body, only to find that it had no underwear on underneath. She must have been
burned out of her home and fled all the way there naked, yet still-being a young
woman-sought something to hide her nakedness even before she sought water or
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on
food. The refugees were wondering whether bombs like today's would be dropped
to'
up
forces
land
and
battleships
other cities besides Hiroshima. What were Japan's
they were asking each other. It would be a wonder if there weren't a civil war' ' ' ' '
i made my way back quietly through the bamboo, and with a "Come on" to the
them
others started to get ready. I had a stabbing pain in my toes. "Come on," I urged
exhausted'
uttefly
seemed
They
any
reply.
again, but neither Shigeko nor Yasuko made
got to their feet and
,,Well,
then, I'm off!" I said sharply, and this time they reluctantly
started to get ready.
valking made my toes hurt so that I neady danced with the pain. The oth€fs wefe

complainingofthepaintoo.Imyselfmusthavewalkedsometenorelevenmiles
'$(/e

ate parched rice
atreaOy tvty wife had walked five or six, and Yasuko about five.
carrying, take
was
wife
riVe
my
cloth
bag
the
would thrust a hand into
as'we'walked.

gradually
out a handful and, putting it in our mouths, chew on it as we walked. It
the
water or
either
than
bettef
it
was
tUmed to sugaf, and tasted sweet in the mouth;
and I
walked,
one
as
chew
to
be
to
the cucumber. The most €ffective way seemed
fations
them
as
with
parched
rice
took
could understand why traYelers in olden tim€s
cloth
for the journey. Finally, one gulped it down, then took anothef handful out of the
but I
unappetizing-looking,
very
be
may
bag and put it in one's mouth. Parched rice
it'
sending
in my heart to my wife's folk for
gu* tt
"ttLt
people in
The main highway was dotted with refugees. Just as I had overheard,the
shutters
doors
and
their
all
had
the bamboo grove saying, the house$ by the roadside
one of
Outside
fast'
shut
were
doors
fastened. Where there was a roofed gateway, its
passing
if
I
wondered
fire.
by
the gates with shut doors lay a bundle of straw scorched
refugees had set fire to it.
the
However far we went, still the houses along the road had their doors shut' Here
the
ovef
running
were
ripples
and
breeze was cool, unlike the hot breath of the town,
side
nofth
on
the
church
rice plants in the paddy fields. The fathers from the Catholic
of Yamamoto Station,went running past us at top speed, carrying a stretcher' With
seen on the Kabethem was one father, a man past middle age, whom I' had often
the
others carrying
far
behind
along
bound train on my way to work. He came panting
briefly in
nodded
and
face
my
glanced
into
the stretchef, and as he passed me he
him'
recognition. "Good luck to you," I called after
Ai last, we reached Yamamoto Station. From here on, the tfains wefe running' A
way
train was standing in the station, every coach full, but we managed to squeeze ouf
nudging
by
room
more
make
to
tfied
I
tight,
into the vestibule of one of them. I/edged
rilTrapped in a cloth,.it rested on the shoulders of a
at a bundle directly in front of me.
so I
woman of about thifty. somehow, it felt different ffom a bundle of belongings,
A
child
ear:
a
human
like
felt
what
contacted
I
hand.
my
tried touching it furtively with
It was
seemed to be in the bundle.iTo cafry a child in such a fashion was outfageous'
crush'
a
such
almost certain to suffocate in
"Excuse me Ma'am," I said softly. "Is it your child in here?"
"Yes," she said in a scarcely audible voice' "He's dead'"
,,I'm sorry," I said, taken aback. "I didn't know. . . . I really must apologize, to be
pushingand...."
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"Not at all," she said gently. "None of us can help it in such a crowd.,, she hitched
the bundle up, bent her head, and was seized with a fit of weeping.
"It was when the bomb burst," she said through her sobs. "The sting of his hammock
broke, and he was dashed against the wall and killed. Then the house started to burn,
so I wrapped him in a quilt cover and brought him away on my back. I,m taking him
to my old home in Iimori, so I can bury him in the cemetery there.',
She stopped weeping, and ceased talking at the same time. I could not bring myself
to address her any further.
A kite was wheeling in the air above the wires. The cicadas were chirping, and, a
dabchick'was bustling about the pond with watedilies by the side of the highway. e
perfectly commonplace scene that somehow seemed quite extraordinary. . . .
The conductor announced the train's imminent departure, and a fiercer clamor arose
from those who had not succeeded in ge tting on. The train lurched forw ard andstopped,
lurched and stopped again.
"\what the hell're you up to? Are you starting or aren't you?', bellowed a voice, to
be followed by another voice that launched into a speech somewhere inside the coach:
"Ladies and gentlemen, you can see for yourselves how sadly decadent the National
Railways have become. concerned only with carrying black market goods, they have
nothing but contempt for the ordinary passenger. . . ." But this time the train.glided
smoothly into motion, and the rest of the speech was lost forever in the clatter of
its wheels.

.

auEsTtoNs FoR DlscusstoN

1. This text is a fictional account of the bombing based on the diaries of survivors.
Contrast the impact of this style of writing with the joumalistic sryle of Shalett
@. 96). Discuss the effectiveness of such fictional techniques as dialogue, character'ization, and irony.

2. How might the festivals mentioned in the first paragraph have been affected by
the bombing?

3. What is the naffator of the story describing? rVhat are the characters looking for?
Their search for normalcy is cleady absurd: rJ7hy do they continue?

4'

What are some of the horrors the three encounter as they retum through the wreckage
to their home?
.what
surprises you about the way the victims react to the bombing?
5.
6. some scientists asserted that the "black rain,, that fell after the bomb was dropped

was completely harmless. What effects do you think the black rain will have on
the niece?
7. How could the information presented in this fictionalized account of the bombing
be synthesized into a historical account? How would the impact of the information
be affected?

